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Houston Noir
Uzoma Family Publications and Author Leila Lacey presents
Letters to a Little Black Girl: Letters, Poems, and stories of Love
and Guidance for every little Girl, an inspiring collection of
narratives for girls, ages five to twenty-one. The letters, poems,
stories and scriptures were lovingly written by 17 amazing women
from all over the country, and from all walks of life. They believe in
the motto, "It takes a village to raise a child," and they have come
together, here, to create that village in the hearts of growing girls
everywhere.Raising our children to be prepared for anything, and to
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do it with grace, gratitude and kindness, is difficult in today's world.
In these pages, the women-mothers, daughters, teachers-of the
"village" have candidly shared priceless life experience and offer
guidance on important issues such as:* Pre-marital sex * Higher
education * Single parenthood * Entrepreneurship * Religion * And
a host of other topics These life stories have the capacity to give
direction and shape children at vulnerable times in their lives. The
possibility of who they will become and the heights they will reach
is immeasurable. So please share this with those you love and
witness your daughters, granddaughters, nieces and friends as they
blossom into the strong and capable women you know they can
be.Your purchase continues to help others, now and in the future.
Seventy percent (70%) of all proceeds from this book's sales will be
donated to various non-profit organizations that benefit the health
and well-being of today's girls.

Lola at the Library
Find the natural beauty in yourself in 110 prompts designed to
inspire confidence, reflection, and pride for the many things that
make you, YOU! This sketchbook is not just about sketches. You
can draw, write, color, take notes, doodle, collage or whatever
inspires you. This book was created just for girls like us! Features &
Highlights: 110 pages for imaginations to run wild! Confidenceboosting prompts about body image, self-esteem, careers, family
and more! Created to help girls feel body positive, combat
stereotypes and appreciate the unique features and experiences that
make them individuals. Designed for girls 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and
up to 100! What You'll Find Inside: Help your special girl imagine
herself as a queen, warrior, scientist, astronaut and more with
prompts like "Pretend you are a journalist. Write your current
investigation." Encourage her to always see beauty in herself with
prompts like "Draw a picture of a beautiful scar." Remind her that
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she is one with nature with prompts like "Draw yourself as a tree
rooted in the earth." Other prompts include: "Write a list of
ingredients to create you. Draw the label." "Sketch your favorite
night scarf or bonnet." "Draw your hair in a style as tall as a
skyscraper." A great gift for birthdays, graduations, Easter,
Valentine's day, Kwanzaa, Christmas stockings or just because!
Finally, a sketch book just for girls like her!

Black Girl Shine!
The best-selling favorite, now available as a board book! Whimsical
rhyme and imaginative illustrations affirm that every child is God's
unique creation and beloved by Him. YOU, you God thinks about
you. God was thinking of you long before your debut. From early
on, children are looking to discover their place in the world and
longing to understand how their personalities, traits, and talents fit
in. The assurance that they are deeply loved and a unique creation
in our big universe is certain to help them spread their wings and
fly. Through playful, charming rhyme and vivid, fantastical
illustrations, When God Made Youinspires young readers to learn
about their own special gifts and how they fit into God's divine plan
as they grow, explore, and begin to create for themselves. 'Cause
when God made YOU, somehow God knew That the world needed
someone exactly like you!

Black Girls Rock!
For colored girls, By colored girls.The Lord Sisters, Lauren (22)
and Lailah (10), have teamed up to create a book every young lady
of melanin tones needs in their possession. A book with a poetic
rhythm to remind and affirm young black/melaninated girls that
they are magic! Touching on just a few reasons why (because we
ALL know there are a TON). Our goal is for the young ladies to
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look in the mirror, and the first and main thing they see is BLACK
GIRL MAGIC! Although you may happen to hear someone say
otherwise, you are royal, gorgeous, original, perfect, talented, and
everything else YOU believe! So when you look in the mirror, tell
me, what do you see? We'll tell you what we see- BLACK GIRL
MAGIC!

Black Girl Magic Sprinkles
The much anticipated coloring book filled with all things about a
Young Kings Greatness from A-Z! It was created after the
overwhelming success of the girls coloring book, I Need You to
Know The ABC's of Black Girl Magic! I wanted little black and
brown boys to see positive images that look like them and speak to
their greatness! Each page has encouraging words to intrigue young
minds! Let's learn, color and have hours of fun! Get one for your
boys and yourself! Our boys are great and should be reminded
daily! They too are MAGIC!

Invisible No More
Black Girls are Magical is a mother's powerful message of
encouragement to her daughters that beauty comes in all shades. It
is an empowering read for girls of all ages speaking confidence,
pride, and celebration of being Black.

When God Made You
ABC's for Girls Like Me is a book dedicated to sunshining the
achievements of Black Women who are breaking barriers today.
The book goes through 26 girls, A to Z, whose accomplishments
should motivate and inspire not only black girls but all girls to
change the world.
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The Goddess Twins
Black Girl Magic is a coloring book celebrating brown skin. It
contains original hand drawn sketches that reflect children's'
hobbies and interests in an entertaining and creative way. Coloring
Books are the perfect gift for any little girl. They help strengthen
fine motor skills, reinforce positive behavior and expose them to a
diverse world in a calming and structured format. Black Girl Magic
engages children through an ABC format. Each coloring page has a
corresponding activity sheet. Your child will enjoy hours of fun
coloring little girls that look just like her.

ABCs for Girls Like Me
From the award-winning entrepreneur, culture leader, and creator of
the BLACK GIRLS ROCK! movement comes an inspiring and
beautifully designed book that pays tribute to the achievements and
contributions of black women around the world. Fueled by the
insights of women of diverse backgrounds, including Michelle
Obama, Angela Davis, Shonda Rhimes, Misty Copeland Yara
Shahidi, and Mary J. Blige, this book is a celebration of black
women’s voices and experiences that will become a collector’s
items for generations to come. Maxine Waters shares the personal
fulfillment of service. Moguls Cathy Hughes, Suzanne Shank, and
Serena Williams recount stories of steadfastness, determination,
diligence, dedication and the will to win. Erykah Badu, Toshi
Reagon, Mickalane Thomas, Solange Knowles-Ferguson, and
Rihanna offer insights on creativity and how they use it to stay in
tune with their magic. Pioneering writers Rebecca Walker, Melissa
Harris-Perry, and Joan Morgan speak on modern-day black feminist
thought. Lupita Nyong’o, Susan Taylor, and Bethann Hardison
affirm the true essence of holistic beauty. And Iyanla Vanzant
reinforces Black Girl Magic in her powerful pledge. Through these
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and dozens of other unforgettable testimonies, Black Girls Rock! is
an ode to black girl ambition, self-love, empowerment, and healing.
Pairing inspirational essays and affirmations with lush, newly
commissioned and classic photography, Black Girls Rock!: Owning
Our Magic and Rocking Our Truth is not only a one-of-a-kind
celebration of the diversity, fortitude, and spirituality of black
women but also a foundational text that will energize and empower
every reader.

Black Girl Magic
Lola has a big smile on her face. Why? Because it's Tuesday--and
on Tuesdays, Lola and her mommy go to the library. Join Lola in
this cozy celebration of books and the people who love them.

I Need You To Know: The ABC's of a Young King's
Greatness
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ????
?????????, ????????? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ???????,
????? ? ?????? ???????? ??????? ????? ? ????? ????. ????
???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ???? ??????? ?????, ???????
????????? ? ?????, ???????????? ? ??????, ?? ?????????? ?
????-?????????? ? ??? ????????. ?????? ???? ????????? ?
?????????? ????????, ? ???? ???????? ??????????? ??????, ?
???? ???? ?????? ????? ????????, ? ??? ????? ???????
???????????? ????????? ???, ??????????? ??????, ???? ?
??????? ??????-?? ????????. ??????? ???? ? ???????? ??????,
??????? ???????? ??????. ?? ??? ????? ?????? ????
?????????? ?????? ? ????? ?? ????? ??, ??? ????????? ???
?????????.. ???????, ??? ?? ???????????? ?????? ? ????????

Black Girl Magic
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Black Girl Shine is a children's book to motivate and encourage the
youth to be confident in all of the gifts that they contribute to the
world. Beauty, confidence, character, intelligence, and self love are
key topics that are depicted in the book with vibrant illustrations.

The Golfer's Carol
ABC Black Girl Magic: An Interactive ABC Affirmation Book for
Girls

Badass Black Girl
“ . . . an impressive, commanding novel about black girl magic . . .
The Goddess Twins is an emotive and powerful feminist novel that
inspires the innate goddess in every girl..” —Foreword Reviews
“Family bonds create the magic in this stirring fantasy.” —Kirkus
Reviews It’s days before your eighteenth birthday, but your mother
is missing and suddenly you have supernatural powers. What are
you willing to face to discover the truth of who you really are?
After years of traveling the world, black identical twins Aurora and
Arden think they’ve settled into normalcy in Ohio. But days before
their eighteenth birthday, the snarky twins develop powers in
telekinesis and telepathy?at the same time that their famous mother,
who’s on tour in London, disappears. Searching for answers and
determined to rescue her, the sisters unearth truths that threaten to
extinguish their bond and demolish their strength as individuals.
Can they trust their beguiling, newly discovered British cousins
when they barely trust one another? Should they heed the warnings
of their immortal grandmother, a Patoi-chatting goddess, who says
she’s friendly with The Fates and can see inside a person’s very
soul? In order to succeed in their quest, these goddess twins must
work together, master their powers, and unveil a horrifying, centuryold family mystery. Otherwise, they may not live to see eighteen?or
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their mother again.

For Black Girls Like Me
Little Black Girl is a love letter to little black girls all around the
globe to remind them who they are, where they come from, and
what they can become.

Children of Virtue and Vengeance
Black Girl Magic is a coloring book specifically created for Black
girls around the world. This book was created to inspire self love,
love for their skin and hair. This book contain various inspiring
scenes ranging from athletics to unicorns. Purchase this book for
your African American child and inspire her to love herself. Makes
a great Christmas Gift for nieces, students, and daughters. Black
Girl Magic coloring book for all Black Queens! Display your pride
with this awesome book with an encouraging message.

The Black Woman Millionaire
Black Girl Magic Handwriting Practice PaperIt is time to learn how
to write your abc's and 123's.Practice A-Z and 0-9

Black Girl Magic an ABC Coloring and Activity Book
for Brown Girls
Standard Edition Note: This Edition of "The Black Woman
Millionaire" delivers all of Dr. Venus' insight, wisdom, and
unconventional genius without any expletives. Perfect for use in
churches, university curricula, professional women's organizations,
corporate trainings, and book clubs. Enjoy! Becoming a Black
Woman Millionaire is a revolutionary act. It flies in the face of
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history. It's spitting in history's face. Look, sis, do I have permission
to tell the truth about why you are not a black woman millionaireyet? Can I just talk to you, sister to sister? No pretense, no political
correctness, just real and raw? (This is going to sound sooooo bad) I
can tell you why your business hasn't bloomed. Why you stay at a
job that is beneath you. Why no matter how hard you work or how
many degrees you get, you live paycheck to paycheck I can tell you
the real reason you lie awake at night tired, stressed, and sleepless,
because no matter how much you slave at your business or at that
job or in that cubicle, you never feel like you are enough or that you
make enough Do you want to know the truth about why you make
big moves and big money #iseeyou #makeyourpapergirl but you are
"cash-flow poor"-regardless of your high net-worth tax bracket?
Then this is the book, the answer, and the salve for hurts you might
not even know you're carrying that directly affect your money.
From the streets of Baltimore, to Stanford Ph.D. to (multiple) Black
Woman Millionaire, Dr. Venus takes you by the hand and walks
you through the spiritual landmine of our "cultural consciousness"
that show up in your money so you can defy your impossible to
become a 7-Figure sister. This daring and ruthlessly compassionate
book sheds an unapologetic light on the impact Slavery has had on
Black Women's sense of self in terms of money. Mixing intimate
personal stories, searing truth, and emotionally healing action items
to start immediately healing money wounds, this book is a musthave for sisters who know they have a destiny to fulfill. Part
memoir, part personal-transformation, and part business
development, The Black Woman Millionaire serves as a streetsmart salve for Black Women to heal their brokenness, so they don't
have to spend their lives broke-regardless of income level. Edgy,
instructional, and inspirational, this book will teach you how to
emancipate yourself-emotionally, spiritually, and financially-so that
you alter the financial future of your bloodline.
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Little Black Girl
Poems to inspire and invigorate young black girls.

The Secret Garden
An inspirational and heartwarming novel for lovers of Mitch Albom
and Andy Andrews, blending elements of It's a Wonderful Life and
Field of Dreams into a moving story all its own. Four rounds. Four
heroes. Four life-changing lessons. On the morning of his fortieth
birthday, Randy Clark believes the only way he can help his family
is to end it all. Standing on the Tennessee River Bridge in Decatur,
Alabama, with his dreams of a pro golf career long gone, his
marriage struggling, and facing financial ruin, Randy sees no other
alternative to help his wife and daughter but to jump, which he
plans to do in the next twenty-four hours. But his plans are put on
hold when the ghost of his best friend--who did live out the fantasy
of playing the PGA tour--reveals to Randy that he will be given a
wonderful gift: four rounds of golf with his four heroes, the
champions he's looked up to his whole life, each with a lifechanging lesson to impart. For anyone who has ever dealt with
tragedy, adversity, or failure, The Golfer's Carol will bring grace
that stays with you long after you've turned the last page.

Black Girl Magic
Jack and Annie travel in their magic tree house to the land of the
mystical selkies to seek a magical sword for Merlin.

Woke Baby
A Daily Dose of Affirmations for Black Girls “You'll come away
from Badass Black Girl feeling as if you've known the author your
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entire life, and it's a rare feat for any writer.” —“Mike, the Poet,”
author of Dear Woman and The Boyfriend Book #1 Best Seller and
Gift Idea in Teen & Young Adult Cultural Heritage Biographies and
Maturing; Publishers Weekly Select Title for Young Readers
Affirmations for strong, fearless Black girls. Wisdom from Badass
Black female trailblazers who accomplished remarkable things in
literature, entertainment, education, STEM, business, military and
government services, politics and law, activism, sports, spirituality,
and more. Explore the many facets of your identity through
hundreds of big and small questions. In this journal designed for
teenage Black girls, MJ Fievre tackles topics such as family and
friends, school and careers, body image, and stereotypes. By
reflecting on these topics, you will confront the issues that can hold
you back from living your best life and discovering your Black girl
bliss. Embrace authenticity and celebrate who you are. Finding the
courage to live as you are is not easy, so here’s a journal designed
to help you nurture creativity, positive self-awareness and Black girl
bliss. This journal honors the strength and spirit of Black girls.
Change the way you view the world. This journal provides words of
encouragement that seek to inspire and ignite discussion. You are
growing up in a world that tries to tell you how to look and act. MJ
Fievre encourages you to fight the flow and determine for yourself
who you want to be. Badass Black Girl helps you to: Build and
boost your self-esteem with powerful affirmations Learn more
about yourself through insightful journaling Become comfortable
and confident in your authentic self If books like All Boys Aren't
Blue, Stamped, 100 African-Americans Who Shaped American
History, or This Book is Antiracist have interested you, then Badass
Black Girl should be the next book you read!

Hair Love
Find your inner voice and speak nourishment into your life. Take
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control of your unconscious mind and find your calm. Reconnect
with the parts of you that have gotten lost in the whirlwind of life,
focus on your breaths and begin the process of drowning out the
noise around you as focus on the voice that rings within.The 151
Positive Affirmations in this book give you strength and the journal
space provided give you ample opportunity to express your feelings
and explore what each statement means to you.

Summer of the Sea Serpent
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER B is for Beautiful, Brave,
and Bright! And for a Book that takes a Bold journey through the
alphabet of Black history and culture. Letter by letter, The ABCs of
Black History celebrates a story that spans continents and centuries,
triumph and heartbreak, creativity and joy. It’s a story of big
ideas––P is for Power, S is for Science and Soul. Of significant
moments––G is for Great Migration. Of iconic figures––H is for
Zora Neale Hurston, X is for Malcom X. It’s an ABC book like no
other, and a story of hope and love. In addition to rhyming text, the
book includes back matter with information on the events, places,
and people mentioned in the poem, from Mae Jemison to W. E. B.
Du Bois, Fannie Lou Hamer to Sam Cooke, and the Little Rock
Nine to DJ Kool Herc.

Black Girls Are Magical
Artemis Fowl meets Men in Black in this exhilarating debut middle
grade fantasy, the first in a trilogy filled with #blackgirlmagic.
Perfect for fans of Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky, the
Percy Jackson series, and Nevermoor. Amari Peters has never
stopped believing her missing brother, Quinton, is alive. Not even
when the police told her otherwise, or when she got in trouble for
standing up to bullies who said he was gone for good. So when she
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finds a ticking briefcase in his closet, containing a nomination for a
summer tryout at the Bureau of Supernatural Affairs, she’s certain
the secretive organization holds the key to locating Quinton—if only
she can wrap her head around the idea of magicians, fairies, aliens,
and other supernatural creatures all being real. Now she must
compete for a spot against kids who’ve known about magic their
whole lives. No matter how hard she tries, Amari can’t seem to
escape their intense doubt and scrutiny—especially once her
supernaturally enhanced talent is deemed “illegal.” With an evil
magician threatening the supernatural world, and her own
classmates thinking she’s an enemy, Amari has never felt more
alone. But if she doesn’t stick it out and pass the tryouts, she may
never find out what happened to Quinton.

Dream Big
"A little girl's daddy steps in to help her arrange her curly, coiling,
wild hair into styles that allow her to be her natural, beautiful
self"--OCLC.

Black Girl Magic Coloring Book
This cool College Ruled Composition Book Will Make A Perfect
Gift For Back To School 100 Pages High Quality Paper 7.44" x
9.69" Journal Soft Matte Cover Great size to carry in your back, for
school Useful as a journal, notebook or composition book Cute Gift
for your niece or nephew

I Need You to Know
Black Girl Magic Sprinkles is a story about a young girl named
Trinity, who dreams of one day being a teacher. However, she is
discouraged because she does not often see women who look like
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her in successful jobs. She stumbles upon a jar of Black Girl Magic
Sprinkles, and is shown endless opportunities. It takes this
encounter for her to realize that Black Girl Magic lives within her
and she can be anything she wants to be. "Even if you haven't seen
it, doesn't mean you can't achieve it; because with just a sprinkle of
your Black Girl Magic, you can be it!"

Black Girl Boss
“A passionate, incisive critique of the many ways in which women
and girls of color are systematically erased or marginalized in
discussions of police violence.” —Michelle Alexander, author of The
New Jim Crow Invisible No More is a timely examination of how
Black women, Indigenous women, and women of color experience
racial profiling, police brutality, and immigration enforcement. By
placing the individual stories of Sandra Bland, Rekia Boyd, Dajerria
Becton, Monica Jones, and Mya Hall in the broader context of the
twin epidemics of police violence and mass incarceration, Andrea
Ritchie documents the evolution of movements centered around
women’s experiences of policing. Featuring a powerful forward by
activist Angela Davis, Invisible No More is an essential exposé on
police violence against WOC that demands a radical rethinking of
our visions of safety—and the means we devote to achieving it.

Black Girl Brown Girl What Do You See
Shuri, the Princess of Wakanda (and sister to the Black Panther),
sets out to save a group of kidnapped girls in this all-new, original
middle-grade novel by New York Times bestselling author Nic
Stone!

Letters to a Little Black Girl
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Experience the joys of entrepreneurship with 8 year old Mia in this
story coloring book. When she comes up with a new idea, her
friends and family work together to help her build a new business.

A Black Children's Coloring Book
This #BlackGirlMagic Coloring Book is a great inspiration for little
girls and a reminder that black girls have the ability to achieve and
succeed in whatever their hearts desire. Captions within this
coloring book spotlight 2016 Summer Olympic Champions: Simone
Biles, Simone Manual, Michelle Carter, Gabby Douglas and Serena
Williams, as well as, the $10 million dollar Lemonade Business
Owner: 12-Year-Old Mikaila Ulmer. These Coloring Books for
African American Children feature Bold images and Creative
captions designed to capture the imagination of black kids, as well
as, nurture your child's creative abilities through the use of colors.
Black Children's Coloring Books are one of the best opportunities
for quality engagement between parent and child. All Black
Children's Coloring Books feature 33+ single sided image scene
pages.

The ABCs of Black History
Perfect Gift For Under $10 Journal can also be used to write daily
thoughts, take notes in class, doodling and list making. This is the
perfect notebook to record moments and experiences that are
memorable! This notebook can be used at school, home or office.
200 wide rule white pages 6" x 9" Soft matte cover For other
beautiful notebooks and inspirational journals to write in, check out
our Author's Page, Jazzy Elaine Designs.

The Vanished (Shuri: A Black Panther Novel #2)
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"Brooklyn Noir came first in 2004, and now, 15 years later,
Houston Noir--14 stories of intrigue, betrayal and death set from
Tanglewood to Third Ward penned by current or former Houston
authors--goes on sale." --Houston Chronicle "Akashic Books's longrunning Noir Series tasks writers with imagining the dark sides of
their communities, spinning gritty, shocking tales atop the local
landscape. Recently the publisher tapped writer and former Houston
poet laureate Gwendolyn Zepeda to serve as editor on a collection
of stories about her native Bayou City. The end result is Houston
Noir, out this month, whose 14 entries explore the murder, betrayal,
and brujería lurking everywhere from River Oaks to the Ship
Channel to a trailer park off FM 1960." --Houstonia Magazine
"Houston is a city on the rise when it comes to crime
fiction--something about all those lonely highways, gravity-defying
overpasses, and drastic urban sprawl (and of course, the crime rate)
make Houston a perfect setting for noir. This port city of close to
five million residents is ready for a new reputation as a world
capital of literature, and we're here to support Akashic's new
collection of noir tales from Texas's most complex city."
--CrimeReads, included in The Best New Crime Fiction of May
2019 "With sprawl and serial killers, Houston Noir packs a mean
punchHouston Noir is a welcome addition to the city's slowly filling
bookcase." --Texas Observer "When Edgar Allen Poe proclaimed
two centuries ago that no one should write anything that can't be
read in one sitting, he couldn't have anticipated how well that
constraint serves today's frenetic, uber-scheduled modern
millennium. The Houston Noir short story collection is what Poe
meant: solid, quick, satisfying reads that fit perfectly between
appointments, in waiting rooms, carpool lines, coffee breaks, or
when you just need a quick escape from reality." --Lone Star
Literary Life Included in CrimeReads's Most Anticipated Crime
Books of Summer 2019! Akashic Books continues its awardwinning series of original noir anthologies, launched in 2004 with
Brooklyn Noir. Each book comprises all new stories, each one set in
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a distinct neighborhood or location within the respective city. Brandnew stories by: Tom Abrahams, Robert Boswell, Sarah Cortez,
Anton DiSclafani, Stephanie Jaye Evans, Wanjiku Wa Ngugi,
Adrienne Perry, Pia Pico, Reyes Ramirez, Icess Fernandez Rojas,
Sehba Sarwar, Leslie Contreras Schwartz, Larry Watts, and
Deborah D.E.E.P. Mouton. From the introduction by Gwendolyn
Zepeda: In a 2004 essay, Hunter S. Thompson described Houston as
a "cruel, crazy town on a filthy river in East Texas with no zoning
laws and a culture of sex, money and violence. It's a shabby,
sprawling metropolis ruled by brazen women, crooked cops and
super-rich pansexual cowboys who live by the code of the
West--which can mean just about anything you need it to mean, in a
pinch." For what it's worth, that quote is now posted on a banner
somewhere downtown and regularly, gleefully repeated by our local
feature writers. Houston is a port city on top of a swamp and, yes, it
has no zoning laws. And that means it's culturally diverse, internally
incongruous, and ever-changing. At any intersection here, I might
look out my car window and see a horse idly munching St.
Augustine grass. And, within spitting distance of that horse, I might
see a "spa" that's an obvious brothel, a house turned drug den, or a
swiftly rising bayou that might overtake a car if the rain doesn't let
upOverall, this collection represents the very worst our city has to
offer, for residents and visitors alike. But it also presents some of
our best voices, veteran and emerging, to any reader lucky enough
to pick up this book.

Poems for the Smart, Spunky, and Sensational Black
Girl
Black Girl, they say you ain't 'posed to be here Much of what
twenty-first century culture tells black girls is not pretty: Don't wear
this; don't smile at that. Don't have an opinion; don't dream big. And
most of all, don't love yourself. In response to such destructive
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ideas, internationally recognized poet Mahogany Browne
challenges the conditioning of society by crafting an anthem of
strength and magic undeniable in its bloom for all beautiful Black
girls. She has travelled the world sharing her vision of Black Girl
Magic, and now in collaboration with artist Jess X. Snow, presents
her acclaimed tribute in a visual form. Black Girl Magic is a
journey from girlhood to womanhood and an invitation to readers to
find magic in themselves.

Black Girl Magic
A coloring book filled with all things Black Girl Magic from A to
Z!!! I created this coloring book so black and brown girls can see
beautiful and positive images that looks like them! Every page has
encouraging words to intrigue young minds! Let's learn, color and
have hours of fun! Get one for your girls and yourself! Walk in your
MAGIC!

Black Girl Magic Handwriting Practice Paper
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Meet
Tomi Adeyemi—the new J.K. Rowling. (Yep, she’s that good).”
—Entertainment Weekly After battling the impossible, Zélie and
Amari have finally succeeded in bringing magic back to the land of
Orïsha. But the ritual was more powerful than they could’ve
imagined, reigniting the powers of not only the maji, but of nobles
with magic ancestry, too. Now, Zélie struggles to unite the maji in
an Orïsha where the enemy is just as powerful as they are. But when
the monarchy and military unite to keep control of Orïsha, Zélie
must fight to secure Amari's right to the throne and protect the new
maji from the monarchy's wrath. With civil war looming on the
horizon, Zélie finds herself at a breaking point: she must discover a
way to bring the kingdom together or watch as Orïsha tears itself
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apart. Children of Virtue and Vengeance is the stunning sequel to
Tomi Adeyemi's New York Times-bestselling debut Children of
Blood and Bone, the first book in the Legacy of Orïsha trilogy.
Praise for Children of Blood and Bone: “Poses thought-provoking
questions about race, class and authority that hold up a warning
mirror to our sharply divided society.” –The New York Times

ABC Black Girl Magic
For all the littlest progressives, waking up to seize a new day of
justice and activism. Woke babies are up early. Woke babies raise
their fists in the air. Woke babies cry out for justice. Woke babies
grow up to change the world. This lyrical and empowering book is
both a celebration of what it means to be a baby and what it means
to be woke. With bright playful art, Woke Baby is an anthem of
hope in a world where the only limit to a skyscrapper is more blue.

Amari and the Night Brothers
Be bold. Be fearless. BE YOU. M is for Melanin is an empowering
alphabet book that teaches kids their ABC and celebrates black
children. Each letter of the alphabet contains affirming, blackpositive messages, from E is for Empowerment, to L is for Lead to
W is for Worthy. This joyful book, written and illustrated by
Tiffany Rose, teaches children their ABC and encourages all kids to
love the skin they're in. M is for Melanin shining in every inch of
your skin. Every shade, every hue. All beautiful and unique.

M is for Melanin
In this lyrical coming-of-age story about family, sisterhood, music,
race, and identity, Mariama J. Lockington draws on some of the
emotional truths from her own experiences growing up with an
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adoptive white family. I am a girl but most days I feel like a
question mark. Makeda June Kirkland is eleven years old, adopted,
and black. Her parents and big sister are white, and even though she
loves her family very much, Makeda often feels left out. When
Makeda's family moves from Maryland to New Mexico, she leaves
behind her best friend, Lena— the only other adopted black girl she
knows— for a new life. In New Mexico, everything is different. At
home, Makeda’s sister is too cool to hang out with her anymore and
at school, she can’t seem to find one real friend. Through it all,
Makeda can’t help but wonder: What would it feel like to grow up
with a family that looks like me? Through singing, dreaming, and
writing secret messages back and forth with Lena, Makeda might
just carve a small place for herself in the world. For Black Girls
Like Me is for anyone who has ever asked themselves: How do you
figure out where you are going if you don’t know where you came
from?
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